U.s. Charges North Korean Spy Over Wannacry and
Hacking the Sony
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The U.S. Division of Justice declares criminal accusations against a North Korean government
spy regarding the 2017 worldwide WannaCry ransomware assault and the 2014 Sony Pictures
Entertainment hack. As per numerous administration authorities referred to by the NY Times
who know about the arraignment, the charges would be brought against Park Jin Hyok, who
works for North Korean military knowledge office Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB). The
November 2014 Sony Pictures Entertainment hack was done in striking back for the studio's
generation of a comedic film, "The Interview," a satire around two columnists who are enrolled
by the CIA to kill North Korean pioneer Kim Jong Un. In June 2014, the Pyongyang government
likewise impugned the film as "undisguised supporting of psychological warfare, and additionally
an Act of War" in a letter to U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon.
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The Sony Pictures hack was pulverizing to the organization and uncovered more than 200GB of
its secret information, including up and coming motion picture contents, touchy representative’s
information, VIPs telephone numbers and furthermore the amazing forms of 5 then-unreleased
movies. The assault additionally wiped out 70 percent of the organization's PC ability, deleting
every one of the information on about portion of Sony's PCs and the greater part of its servers,
and wiped from PCs scores of classified messages that were later distributed by WikiLeaks.
Lazarus Group is a claimed North Korean government prepared hacking bunch which has
additionally been ensnared in the endeavor to take $1 billion from the Bangladesh Bank in
2016, and to the 2017 WannaCry ransomware danger. The WannaCry infection wreaked
devastation a year ago by devastating around 300,000 clinics, enterprises, government offices
and different associations in 150 nations inside only three days.
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